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Executive Summary

Overview

Opportunity Brief

The case study dwells on the challenges faced by the University of

Calcutta in adopting digital means of showcasing its research

achievements. The case study also explains how Typeset's solution

facilitated the transition.

The proposed solution — Typeset University Suite (TUS) proved to be

the most appropriate platform for enhancing the visibility and ranking

of the University’s Institutional Repository (IR).

As the world moves towards digitalization, more people are inclined to

access and share knowledge through the internet. In this scenario,

even the scientific communities are required to adapt to the digital

setup.

If these communities fail to catch up with the advanced modes of

accessibility, their research and development are likely to suffer in the

near future.



Customer Background

The University of Calcutta or Calcutta University (CU) counts among India’s
topmost institutes for producing the highest number of research papers in
different fields. The institute is renowned for its brightest talent and
sharpest minds.

University of Calcutta
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Customer Background

Shown below is the publication output of the institute.

Initially, most of Calcutta Unversity's research work was accessible only

through a paid subscription. Hence, many scholars and PhD aspirants

were unable to tap into the valuable and informative resources of the

university's library.

Low viewership implied fewer citations for the present and future

research, adversely affecting the university's ratings. This, in turn, led to a

lesser number of grants, reduced student enrollment, and decreased

campus recruitments.
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Challenges & Findings

The aim of the University of Calcutta was to foster an innovative
environment that would help the institute stay competitive on a global
level. However, the university did not have the proper infrastructure to
bring its research accomplishments to digital platforms. The three major
problems Calcutta University encountered in digitizing their research
data are explained below.

1) Absence of Modern Institutional Repository

Institutional Repository (IR) or a digital archive plays a vital role in

examining the research outcomes and guiding the ranking of the

University — Research Study by Key Perspectives Ltd. And Brown 2009.

Furthermore, modern IRs allow for efficient author profiles that are easy

to update and approve. These profiles help share real-time information

about the latest advancements in research, grants allocation, campus

placements, and the future scope of the fields of study. In addition, the

well-described author profiles entice the readers to sign up or subscribe

to the website.
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However, investing in and implementing modern IR software is a big

step and demands a complete overhaul of the existing structure. The

existing IRs of Calcutta University were not just expensive but also

obsolete in terms of data format. And to revamp the system, the

university lacked the awareness and technical expertise required to set

up a modern IR.

2) Lack of Accessibility

Researchers and students increasingly use search engines to access

journals and articles for knowledge and citation purposes. This is

because looking up journals and articles in libraries is comparatively

tedious, and also, many research papers lie behind paywalls.

The majority of the publishers prefer their printed papers to bear

payments, thus, making them unavailable for free or open access (OA).

However, the agreement between authors and publishers is rarely

studied in detail, and most researchers are unaware of the copyright

rules. With the right software and solution in place, the articles can

quickly obtain copyright clearance and can be sorted for open access

across the internet.
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Challenges & Findings



Several dozen studies show that open access availability improves

citation rates of the paper compared to articles behind paywalls.
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Since nearly 84.2% of CU’s research work was locked behind paid

subscription systems, there was a need to facilitate open access

workflows to boost accessibility. The university, therefore, needed to

bring its older and significant research work to the digital domain.

Challenges & Findings

22% higher mean normalised citation rate than non-OA articles — IATUL
2014

OA articles receive 18% more citations than average — The state of OA by
Heather Piwowar, 2018

40-500% more citations than paywalled articles — Key Perspectives Ltd.
And Swan, 2010

22%

18%

40-500%

Impact of Open Access Articles: Citation Advantage



Today, most of the data consumption is directed by search engines.

Since the library website of Calcutta University was not configured

well for search engine optimization (SEO), their databases did not

feature in the top results.

Furthermore, the library servers generally have poor speed and

performance. So, the outcome was the low level of visibility and

impact on the university’s research work.

The traditional IRs used by CU, such as Digital Commons, EPrints, and

others, were more like digital preservation platforms rather than

presentation ones. This deprived the scholarly output of proper SEO

support as well as data management features.

The university needed a system that remained optimized for relevant

searches.

3) Low Visibility
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Challenges & Findings
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CU mainly required an integrated platform that included IR, SEO support,

public author profiles, and copyright detection at a reasonable cost.

Typeset University Suite managed to meet all these requirements

effectively.

Solutions & Implementation

Research Showcase Platform of the University of Calcutta
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1) Simplified Storage, Data Updating, and Sharing

Typeset provides a unified platform to connect all the university centers

and showcase its research work in one place. To establish an institutional

repository (IR), CU implemented the Typeset University Suite and

connected its network to Typeset’s.

Solutions & Implementation

The solution has integrated publishing and writing platforms that let the
researchers self-publish and update the data without any additional
software or servers required. TUS also includes researcher profiles who
continuously receive the latest updates from the university.
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Typeset has more than 1 lakh verified formats for publishing. In just 2

hours, the Typeset University Suite classifies 100 articles for the Open

Access (OA) availability assigned by the journal or publisher. It assists in

self-archiving the research work and publishing it effectively. In addition,

researchers and scholars can manage their deposits using TUS, thus,

prompting higher OA workflows. The platform is equipped with a

copyright detection service that makes researchers aware of the deposit

criteria. Such procedures are not only hassle-free but also prove cost-

effective and profitable.

With accessible sharing features and OA facilities, Typeset enhances

research work visibility and helps fetch greater numbers of citations.

2) Streamlined Workflows

Solutions & Implementation



Typeset University Suite uses AI to generate approved article summaries.

These summaries are optimized with suitable keywords to get high SEO

traffic. Its well-designed academic SEO framework pre-indexes all the

crucial keywords, diagrams, figures, and other assets.

Subsequently, every new research paper is carefully aligned with the

Google search results. At present, more than 21,000 publications of CU

are indexed through Typeset University Suite. Now, the viewers can freely

read and download the relevant papers and articles.

Publication-Level Indexing Metrics

No. of publications indexed

No. of full-text articles indexed

No. of figures and tables indexed

No. of citations discovered & indexed

No. of references indexed

No. of departments indexed

No. of author profiles indexed

Other Indexing Metrics

21,144

2,561

71,890

1,48,590

14,483 till now
(Yet to be released)

70

466
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Solutions & Implementation

Indexing Stats of University of Calcutta

3) Best-in Class SEO



The university's research information was found dispersed across several

systems, leading to inconsistencies and unreliability in reporting and

monitoring.

Typeset’s database contained all the essential data that researchers and

scholars required in one single platform. This included review exercises

and assessments for NIRF, QS, THE, REF, and more. Moreover, the users

could look up the administrative data and metadata compiled by Typeset

University Suite.

The researchers can prepare dynamic reports, access information, and

obtain static reports in various formats within seconds. So, the TUS

encompasses data integrity, user identifiers, and related logins.
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4) Efficient Reporting and Analysis

Solutions & Implementation
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As a result of incorporating Typeset University Suite in their research

structure, CU’s scholarly work achieved a higher number of views,

downloads, and citations. The positive impact began with the rise in

impressions on Google. Impressions denote the number of times the

university’s works appear in the search results.

The higher the impression count, the better are the number of clicks

(views) from the search results page. The following graph shows the

growth trajectory, i.e., the number of views of CU’s website per day.

Results and Impact

With Typeset University Suite, the university’s scholarly work is set to
achieve greater visibility and impact globally.



26% increase in the impression count every month. (It is predicted to

stabilize at 15% in the next few months.)

18% rise in the number of views month-over-month. (These will

probably stabilize at around 10%.)

190% rise in downloads

246% increase in depositions

90% decline in cost to enable deposits

310% rise in traffic to the research portal, increasing by 20% per month

Over 50% increase in the archival potential of institutes research

literature and a huge boost to accessibility

The growth statistics for the University of Calcutta's research platform are

as follows:
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Consequently, CU's Typeset-powered repository accounted for more than

50% of the downloads. 

Growth Metrics

Results and Impact



The improvement in open access workflows is displayed in the following

charts:

Before the Usage of Typeset Discovery Suite

After the Usage of Typeset Discovery Suite
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Results and Impact
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In 2020, the University of Calcutta ranked seventh in the National

Institute Ranking Framework (NIRF). Leveraging Typeset University Suite,

they witnessed a significant improvement in their NIRF rankings.

As per NIRF Rankings 2021, Calcutta University secured the fourth

position.

Results and Impact

Improved NIRF Ranking
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Results and Impact

Boost in the Shanghai Ranking

As per Shanghai Ranking - Academic Ranking of World Universities 2021,
University of Calcutta has been ranked the second-best institute in India
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Typeset's University Suite has helped us transform our entire research
ecosystem and establish a modern institutional repository. With this
solution in place, we have witnessed a boost in our NIRF rankings in
addition to increased visibility and number of citations for our scholarly
output.

I would recommend Typeset University Suite to academic institutions
looking to digitize their repository and improve their overall research
impact.

Testimonial

Sonali Chakravarti Banerjee
Vice-Chancellor, University of Calcutta



Schedule a Demo Today!

Boost your research’s growth and visibility with Typeset University Suite,
just like the University of Calcutta did!
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